


As an area that contained one of the oldest Chamorro 

villages before pre-Spanish times, the Pago (Pågu) 

watershed  has extreme historical and cultural signifi-

cance.  Pago villagers settled near the mouth of the 

Pago _______ and all along Pago Bay, the _________ 

bay on the island.  Villagers thrived on river and 

coastal resources through fishing and planting crops 

like yams and taro (Guampedia).   As the islands popu-

lation grew and development expanded, the Pago 

watershed has been impacted in many ways.    

Tåsi—Ocean 

Plastic pollution is a growing global 

problem and concern.  Pago Bay and 

Guam’s eastern shores have become 

accumulation sites of marine debris, 

such as plastics, from Guam and other 

countries.   

 Over 100,000 animals die every year 

after ingesting or becoming entan-

gled in plastic 

 More toxins can adhere to plastics 

as they break down 

 Chemicals in microplastics can be 

hazardous to humans if they eat fish 

or other seafood that ingest it 

Race for Water 

 

 

 Courtesy of Race for Water 

Fishing is much more than 
feeding the family.  It is part of 
Guam’s cultural heritage and 
includes important social prac-
tices, such as the påti system, 
in which fish is distributed that 
symbolizes reciprocity.  

Guihan Game —  
Match the picture to the Chamorro name!  

 
Tataga ‘  ____  Tiao _____  Palakse_____ 

1 2 3 

We must only catch what we need in order to teach future genera-
tions how to fish to keep this tradition alive and have the freshest 
fish for years to come!   

Our reef fish have important jobs on our coral reef ecosystem.  They 
help keep algae from overgrowing corals—just by eating it.   

ACROSS 

2. Plastic particles that are smaller than 5mm 
3. Garbage patch located between the U.S. 
mainland’s west coast and the Hawaiian is-
lands 
4. Ocean _________ cause certain areas of the 
world or on island to accumulate trash 
5. __________, reuse, recycle!  
 
DOWN 
1. Organization that travels around the world 
to study impacts of plastic pollution around 
the world  

DAWR 

Courtesy of  guamreeflife.com 



Badlands of the Pago Watershed

How did this area become a 'badland'?

How does erosion affect the watershed?

Erosion produces sediment. How does
sediment affect coral reefs and the ocean?

Scavenger Hunt Challenge

Mana -‐
Gleichenia
dichotoma,
(N), is a
distinctive
fern of the
savannah.

Lada -‐ Morinda
citrifolia, (N). The
greenish yellow
warty fruit is edible,
but has an
unpleasant taste.
'Noni juice' is
extracted from lada.

Club moss -
Lycopodium
cernuum, (N),
resembles
deer antlers,
or a tiny fir
tree, and is
soft to
touch.

N = Native; it grows here and other places in the
world.
E = Endemic; it grows nowhere else but Guam or the
Marianas.
I = Introduced; Brought by humans, these plants can
sometimes be invasive, or become naturalized and a
part of the environment.

Gafao -‐
Melastoma
marianum, (E).
Look for a
shrub with
distinctive
white flowers
and reddish
brown leaves.

Kinahulo' atdao -‐ Passiflora
foetida, (I), This vine
wraps its fruit in a net-
like bract (modified leaf)
to keep out insects. The
ripe orange fruit tastes
like passion fruit.

Mayagas, -‐ Cassytha filiformis,
(N), is a parasitic vine. It
lacks leaves and needs a
host plant to survive.
Locally, the stem has a
medicinal use.

Bamboo orchid -
Arundina graminifolia,
(I) is naturalized on
Guam and a pretty
addition to the
savannah.

Erosion Control Activity

What is the name of the material that was used?

Describe the area where the material was placed.

What are the benefits of using this material?

What is the goal of this project?

Taking care of our watersheds will
make them more resilient to
effects of climate change such as
droughts and storms.
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